ONX-W19-06, Qty 1 Req'd on -05R/L

CCP-44 Rivets Qty 6

RH Outboard Pivot Doubler Channel (Opposite) Made from 0.025" thick 6061-T6 Aluminum Qty 1 Req'd on -05R Full Scale

LH Outboard Pivot Doubler Channel (Shown) Made from 0.025" thick 6061-T6 Aluminum Qty 1 Req'd on -05L

RH Outboard Pivot Doubler Channel Assembly (Opposite)

LH Outboard Pivot Doubler Channel Assembly (Shown)

Cutout ONX-W22-04R/L and ONX-W22-08 or notch ONX-W21-04 Bellcrank Pivot on both sides to allow pivot to sit square to the rib.